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ABSTRACT In this study, an in vitro experimental system is developed for fifth-generation (5G) 3.5 GHz
exposures. A radial transmission line (RTL) housed in an incubator can support the single-mode propagation
at a 3.5 GHz band. A conical antenna is also placed at the center of an RTL to ensure field symmetries.
A 5G signal generator along with a customized power amplifier can create 5G new radio time division
duplex (TDD) waveforms. Additionally, a feedback scheme implemented by employing a directional coupler
and power meter allows power control to ensure a steady output power. The system is evaluated based on
temperature measurements using the initial temperature slope and nonlinear curve fitting to determine the
specific absorption rate (SAR) values. Comparing SARs obtained from a ‘‘worst-case’’ signal of a maximum
power condition with the values obtained from a ‘‘TDD’’ signal of an actual 5G TDD transmission gives
the initial slope ratio of 0.741, which is very similar to the theoretical duty cycle of 0.743. It is also shown
that the average output power, water temperature, incubator air temperature, and CO2 density are adequately
controlled for appropriate in vitro experiments.

13 INDEX TERMS 5G, In Vitro, radial transmission line, 3.5 GHz, TDD.

I. INTRODUCTION14

The fifth-generation (5G) communication has recently15

attracted significant attentionworldwide due to the increasing16

demand for higher data rates and improved capacities. In17

2019 [1], South Korea launched the world’s first 5G mobile18

network at a 3.5 GHz band, which is one of the main 5G19

frequency defined in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project20

(3GPP) specification as frequency range (FR) 1 [2]. How-21

ever, few in vitro studies related to 5G exposures have been22

available despite the worldwide deployment of 5G systems.23

Therefore, it is essential to develop an in vitro experimental24

system for 5G exposures to investigate biological and health25

effects caused by 5G electromagnetic field (EMF). Thus,26

an in vitro experimental system for 28 GHz, specified in27

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Miguel López-Benítez .

the 3GPP standard as FR2 [2], has been developed in this 28

context [3], [4]. A skin pigmentation effect caused by 28 GHz 29

exposures has also been reported [5]. 30

Various in vitro experimental systems have been available 31

for radio frequency (RF) EMF exposure studies [6]. The open 32

type system of antenna set-ups is usually used for higher 33

frequency bands, such as millimeter-waves [4], [7], [8]. For 34

the closed type, a transverse electromagnetic cell [9], [11], 35

wire patch cell [12], [13], radial transmission line (RTL) [14], 36

[15], [16], and waveguide system [17], [18] have been widely 37

used in most in vitro studies for wireless frequency bands 38

of the previous generations. Since each system has different 39

features for exposures [19], actual types of experiments and 40

cell cultures should be considered for system implementation. 41

In this study, an in vitro experimental system for 5G 42

3.5 GHz exposures is developed based on an RTL. Note 43

that this 3.5 GHz spectrum band is the most widely used 44
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frequency range for 5G commercial networks around the45

world [20]. The height of an constructed RTL is adjusted46

compared to the reported ones adopted for in vitro researches47

of long term evolution (LTE) exposures [21], [22] in order48

to ensure the single-mode propagation. Moreover, since the49

required specific absorption rate (SAR) at the cell layer,50

which is determined by input power characteristics (e.g., sta-51

bility) of the experimental system, must be well defined [23]52

in accordance with the safety guideline [19] to conduct reli-53

able exposure experiments, the power control for an amplifier54

output is also implemented based on a feedback loop to55

regulate a constant average output power (i.e., an RTL input56

power). The 5G new radio (NR) time division duplex (TDD)57

waveforms based on the 3GPP standard [24] are used for58

temperature measurements to evaluate the SAR values. It can59

be shown that the SAR of a 5G in vitro experimental system60

with an arbitrary TDD duty cycle can be assessed based on a61

downlink-only signal (i.e., a ‘‘worst-case’’ signal as discussed62

later). The results of real-time control of output power and63

water temperature are also presented. Additionally, data on64

long-term monitoring of incubator environmental conditions65

(air temperature and CO2) suitable for in vitro cell cultures66

are shown.67

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS68

A. SYSTEM DESIGN69

Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the entire experimental system.70

The system consists of an incubator to create a controlled71

environment for cell cultures, a water circulator to provide72

temperature cooling to remove thermal effects during expo-73

sure, a signal generator to generate a desired 5G signal, and74

a power amplifier to inject the required power level into75

FIGURE 1. Photograph of the entire experimental system for 3.5 GHz In
Vitro studies.

FIGURE 2. RTL and water tray placed in an incubator.

an RTL. Note that an RTL for cell exposures and water 76

tray for sustaining an appropriate humidity are housed in an 77

incubator, as shown in Fig. 2. All experimental conditions, 78

such as 5G signal powers, temperature, and CO2, are continu- 79

ously monitored using a personal computer (PC) in real-time, 80

as described in Section II-D. 81

B. RADIAL TRANSMISSION LINE 82

The 3.5 GHz exposure apparatus designed is based on an 83

RTL. Fig. 3 shows the structural design of an RTL. It is worth 84

noting that the RTL height h is reduced to 35mm to assure the 85

single-mode propagation inside a waveguide [25], compared 86

to the previous one designed for LTE exposures [22]. The size 87

of 800 mm× 800 mm allow 12 petri dishes (i.e., six dishes at 88

the inner radius of 100 mm and six dishes at the outer radius 89

of 150 mm) can be placed inside a waveguide. AN-79 broad- 90

band flat foam absorbers (Emerson & Cuming) are installed 91

inside the RTL along its outer boundaries to minimize wave 92

reflections. A conical antenna for feeding is installed at the 93

center of the RTL to guarantee azimuthal field symmetries 94

(i.e., to suppress higher-order harmonics using a symmetric 95

antenna) [25]. The feeding gap (i.e., the gap between the 96

antenna and bottom of the RTL) and coupling gap (i.e., the 97

gap between an antenna and ceiling of the RTL) are 1 mm. 98

The apex angle of a conical antenna α is set to 42◦ based on 99

the minimum reflection loss, as discussed in detail later. The 100

RTL and conical antenna are made of aluminum and gold- 101

plated oxygen-free high conductivity copper, respectively. 102

Additionally, a DRC8 (CPT Inc.) water circulator shown in 103

Fig. 1 is employed to regulate temperatures of the culture 104

medium in petri dishes with the circulating water under the 105
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FIGURE 3. Structural design of an RTL (unit: mm).

bottom of the RTL. A cell culture environment inside the106

RTL can be maintained by introducing an airflow fan for air107

exchanges from an incubator.108

C. 5G EXPOSURE SOURCE109

An N5182B signal generator (Keysight Technologies) is110

employed to provide 5G NR waveforms according to the111

frame structures defined in the 3GPP standard [24]. Fig. 4112

shows the 5G TDD frame structures employed for South113

Korean mobile operators despite their different carrier fre-114

quencies and bandwidths (3.55 GHz and 100 MHz for KT,115

3.65 GHz and 100 MHz for SKT, and 3.46 MHz and 80 MHz116

for LGU+). Note that D, S, U represents the downlink,117

special, and uplink slot for TDD communications, respec-118

tively [26]. It is worth noting that the TDD frame scheme119

of DDDSU presented in Fig. 4 gives rise to the technology120

duty cycle of 0.743 [27], [28], which is the scaling fac-121

tor to determine the time-averaged power considering TDD122

systems [29]. The 5G signal generated is amplified by a123

customized power amplifier developed to assure a maximum124

output power of 150 W. This amplifier output is injected125

into a conical antenna located at the center of the RTL126

for exposures. A DC0039A directional coupler (Sungsan)127

FIGURE 4. 5G TDD frame structures employed for South Korean mobile
operators.

and an E4418B power meter (Keysight Technologies) are 128

employed to measure the amplifier output powers. The mea- 129

sured power is used for a feedback loop connected to a 5G 130

signal generator to maintain a constant output power level 131

(i.e., power control). This feedback scheme is implemented to 132

regulate a one-minute average output power, which is crucial 133

to maintain the required SAR values at the cell layer [23] as 134

mentioned earlier. 135

D. MAIN CONTROL UNIT 136

A customized software (SW) is developed and installed on 137

a PC to display and monitor measurement results. Fig. 5 138

shows a schematic of the general configuration of the entire 139

3.5 GHz in vitro experimental system. During exposure, a PC 140

continuously records all experimental data and controls all 141

feedback flows to regulate desired conditions and settings 142

in real-time. Note that all exposure conditions, e.g., signal 143

level, duration, frequency, and TDD structures can be defined 144

using the main SW. A graphical user interface enables an 145

easy configuration of an experimental setting required. The 146

output power control based on a feedback scheme discussed 147

in II-C is also performed via the SW. All measurement data 148

can be extracted using the SW in a comma-separated values 149

file format as well. 150

FIGURE 5. Schematic of the general configuration of the entire 3.5 GHz in
vitro experimental system.

E. SYSTEM EVALUATION 151

The developed in vitro experimental system is evaluated 152

based on SAR measurements. Note that the maximum expo- 153

sure limits at this frequency range of below 6 GHz are 154

expressed in terms of the SAR for whole-body average and 155
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FIGURE 6. (a) Six positions inside an RTL along two different
circumferences; (b) Nine points inside a petri dish for the SAR
measurements.

each body part according to the International Commission on156

Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guideline [30].157

A petri dish with a 90-mm diameter and culture medium158

with 18-cc volume (about 3-mm medium height) are used159

for evaluations. Since it is impossible to measure the electric160

field distribution in the culture medium due to an RTL and161

field probe structure, i.e., a field probe cannot be inserted in162

a petri dish during exposures, the SAR evaluation is based163

on the temperature measurements using a Luxtron 812 two-164

channel fiber optic thermometer. The temperatures are mea-165

sured at nine points inside a petri dish located at six different166

positions inside the RTL along two different circumferences167

(see Fig. 6). In other words, three positions of TP1 through168

TP3 and TP4 through TP6 are placed on the circumference169

of 100 and 150-mm radii, respectively. In each petri dish,170

points 6 through 9 represent measurements along the radial171

direction of the RTL, points 1 through 5 are measurements172

along the perpendicular line, point 6 is the closest point to173

the antenna, and point 3 denotes the dish center, as depicted174

in Fig. 6(b). A measurement spacing between points for175

evaluations are 15 mm. As discussed below, temperatures are176

recorded in 0.5 s intervals using a thermometer to compute the 177

numerical derivative. Note that all temperature measurements 178

are conducted after a culture medium inside a petri dish 179

reaches room temperature (25 ◦C) using a water circulator 180

with an incubator door opening to ensure suitable temperature 181

dynamics required for an appropriate curve fitting. Addition- 182

ally, a testing jig for temperature measurements is designed, 183

as shown in Fig. 7. Small plastic attachments are arranged 184

inside a petri dish to place the thermometer during measure- 185

ments accurately. Then, SAR can be determined using the 186

following relation 187

SAR = C
dT
dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0
. (1) 188

Here, C and T are the specific heat and temperature of 189

the culture medium, respectively; t denotes the time during 190

experiments. Therefore, the dT
dt

∣∣
t=0 represents the initial tem- 191

perature slope immediately after the 5G signal is applied. The 192

temperature slope with respect to time is obtained using the 193

nonlinear curve fitting based on the analytical expressions 194

from the one dimensional heat transfer [31]. 195

Two 5G signals are used to measure petri dish SAR. For a 196

‘‘worst-case’’ signal, all 5G TDD frames in Fig. 4 are used 197

for downlink transmissions. It corresponds to a maximum 198

power condition, i.e., a conservative approach based on the 199

worst-case maximum exposure level. Meanwhile, an actual 200

‘‘TDD’’ signal consists of uplink-downlink configurations 201

with ‘‘DDDSU,’’ as mentioned in Section II-C above. Addi- 202

tionally, the highest amplifier output of 100 W is applied 203

during temperature measurements to achieve a high thermal 204

signal-to-noise ratio [32] to reduce errors caused by numeri- 205

cal derivatives of a noisy function [33]. Then, average SAR 206

in each petri dish position is determined using measured tem- 207

peratures in nine points shown in Fig. 6(b) using (1) [9], [14]. 208

FIGURE 7. Testing jig for temperature measurements to ensure accurate
thermometer placement.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 209

A. RTL REFLECTION COEFFICIENT 210

Prior to actual construction, the optimization of an RTL 211

system is conducted using numerical computations. The 212

simulations and optimizations are performed using the 213
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FIGURE 8. Simulated S11 at the RTL input port as varying h when α = 47◦.

FIGURE 9. Simulated S11 at the RTL input port as varying α when
h = 35 mm.

electromagnetic simulation software of CST Studio Suite214

2021 based on the finite-integration technique (FIT). Based215

on the relation of the input impedance of a conical antenna216

Zin =
η
2π ln

[
cot

(
α
2

)]
[25], α = 47◦ is used as an initial basis217

for an optimization to ensure an impedance matching to a218

50 � line. Fig. 8 presents the simulated reflection coefficient219

(i.e., S11) at the RTL input port as varying the RTL height220

h when α = 47◦. The reason for a larger reflection losses221

of S11 > −10 dB at higher frequency band are due to222

the higher-order mode produced in an RTL with increasing223

frequency. It can also be observed that this higher-order mode224

generation is shifted to lower frequency, i.e., the correspond-225

ing cutoff frequency increases as the height h decreases. Fig. 9226

shows the simulated reflection coefficient (i.e., S11) at the227

RTL input port as varying the antenna apex angle α when228

h = 35 mm. Broadband characteristics of the RTL can be229

clearly seen. Additionally, good solution candidates of an230

FIGURE 10. Measured S11 at the RTL input port when α = 42◦.

FIGURE 11. Temperature dynamics of a culture medium at the dish center
(point 3) on position TP4 for an RTL input power of 100 W with the
‘‘worst-case’’ signal.

optimal apex angle to provide appropriate matching across 231

5G 3.5 GHz spectrum bands can be α = 46◦, 44◦, and 232

42◦. Fig. 10 shows the measured S11 profiles when α = 233

42◦, which achieves the best S11 characteristic among three 234

candidates during actual measurements for constructions. 235

An E5272A (Agilent) vector network analyzer is used for 236

S11 measurements. It can be seen that a reasonable reflection 237

characteristic across 3.5 GHz bands can be achieved for 5G 238

exposure experiments. 239

B. SAR DOSIMETRY 240

Fig. 11 shows the temperature dynamics of a culture medium 241

measured at the dish center (i.e., point 3) on test position 242

TP4 in Fig. 6 for an RTL input power Pin of 100 W (i.e., 243

an amplifier output power of 100 W). A fitted temperature 244

profile based on the analytical model is also shown. Note that 245

the ‘‘worst-case’’ signal explained in Section II-E is used for 246
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FIGURE 12. Temperature difference 1T of a culture medium at the dish
center (point 3) on position TP4 with the ‘‘worst-case’’ signal.

TABLE 1. Computed SARs normalized to 1 W and RTL input powers Pin
required for 1 W/kg SAR over nine measurement points on position TP4
with the ‘‘worst-case’’ signal.

TABLE 2. Computed average SARs normalized to 1 W and RTL input
powers Pin required for 1 W/kg SAR over the inner and outer
circumferences with the ‘‘worst-case’’ signal.

measurements. Temperature noise from measurements can247

be filtered out through a nonlinear curve fitting, permitting248

a reasonable computation of the initial temperature slope.249

Fig. 12 shows a temperature difference 1T between the250

measured and fitted profiles at the same position. A fairly251

good agreement between two temperature profiles can be252

clearly seen and quantified by about |1Tmax| < 0.2◦C.253

Table 1 summarizes the computed SARs normalized to 1 W254

RTL input power based on the temperature slope determined255

and required input powers Pin for the 1 W/kg SAR over nine256

measurement points on position TP4. Higher SAR exposure257

levels required to study 5G EMF health concerns can be258

FIGURE 13. Simulated and measured SAR profiles; (a) along the
transverse axis; (b) along the longitudinal axis.

fully achieved, which is about 50 times larger than the basic 259

restrictions for the general public specified in the ICNIRP 260

guideline [30]. The simulated and measured SAR values are 261

compared to confirm thesemeasurement results. Note that the 262

SAR simulations are conducted using the CST Studio Suite 263

2021, which is the same as that used in S11 simulations (see 264

Section III-A). Simulated results are obtained at the height 265

of 1.5 mm from the bottom of a petri dish (i.e., the average 266

height of an 8-cc culture medium) along the transverse and 267

longitudinal axes, corresponding to a line passing through 268

measurement points 1 to 5 and 6 to 9 in Fig. 6(b), respectively. 269

Fig. 13 shows both SAR profiles, which are normalized to 270

their respective average SAR for comparison. Despite some 271

differences due to the uncertainties, overall tendencies are 272

consistent. 273

Fig. 14 shows the long-term temperature dynamics for 274

two different 5G signals of ‘‘worst-case’’ and ‘‘TDD’’ at 275
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FIGURE 14. Long-term temperature dynamics for two different 5G signals
at the dish center (point 3) on position TP4.

FIGURE 15. Stability of an average output power and water temperature.

the dish center (point 3) on position TP4. Higher temper-276

ature rise and corresponding initial slope can be seen with277

the ‘‘worst-case’’ signal. This result is consistent with the278

thermal transient phenomenon presented in [34], which is279

based on the analytical heat transfer and pulse waveforms280

of the global system for mobile communications along with281

the time-averaged power. Furthermore, the initial temper-282

ature slopes computed are 0.06479 and 0.04799 for the283

‘‘worst-case’’ and ‘‘TDD’’ signal, respectively, correspond-284

ing to the ratio of 0.741, which agrees closely with the theo-285

retical factor of 0.743 stated in Section II-C. These suggest286

that the SAR of an experimental system for 5G exposures287

with an input signal possessing an arbitrary TDD technology288

duty cycle can be assessed based on temperature measure-289

ments using a ‘‘worst-case’’ signal and the corresponding290

theoretical duty cycle factor. Table 2 presents the average291

SARs normalized to 1 W and required Pin for the 1 W/kg292

SAR with the ‘‘worst-case’’ signal evaluated over the inner293

and outer circumferences, i.e., the radii of 100 and 150 mm294

in Fig. 6(a). In other words, SARs are averaged over TP1295

FIGURE 16. Long-term evaluation of an incubator environmental control;
(a) an air temperature; (b) a CO2 density.

through TP3 and TP4 through TP6 for the inner and outer 296

circumferences, respectively. Using the results presented in 297

Table 2 and the theoretical factor of 0.743, the average SARs 298

normalized to 1Wwith the ‘‘TDD’’ signal can be obtained as 299

2.28 and 1.91 (W/kg)/W over the inner and outer circumfer- 300

ences, respectively. Therefore, the relationship can be derived 301

for the property of an RTL input power Pin to obtain a given 302

SAR value as follows: 303

Pin|inner radius [W] = 0.438× SAR [W/kg], (2) 304

Pin|outer radius [W] = 0.525× SAR [W/kg]. (3) 305

Therefore, different input powers Pin should be applied 306

according to (2) and (3) to different dish positions during 307

experiments, even though target exposure SAR levels are 308

identical. 309

C. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 310

Fig. 15 shows the stability of a one-minute average amplifier 311

output power (see Section II-C) and a water temperature 312

used for a water circulation (see Section II-B). The power 313
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fluctuation has a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 1.79%,314

indicating that an average output power can be maintained315

within an RSD of the maximum of 3% at worst over a longer316

period of time. It is also confirmed that a water temperature,317

which is quite similar to that of a culture medium temperature318

inside a petri dish, is maintained within ±0.1 ◦C around319

37.1 ◦C. A small difference from the stated goal of 37 ◦C320

can be attributed to an RTL air condition and the accuracy321

of a thermometer. However, it can easily be compensated by322

applying an offset value.323

Additionally, a long-term evaluation of an incubator envi-324

ronmental control is performed. An incubator air temperature325

requires about 50 min to reach a steady-state, as shown in326

Fig. 16(a). Small temperature fluctuations of less than 0.1 ◦C327

around 37 ◦C is also seen after a steady-state. Fig. 16(b)328

shows a CO2 density inside an incubator. The results show329

that the final CO2 density after 150 min to approach a330

steady-state is stable within the range of 0.1 %, which is331

appropriate for cell cultures during 5G exposure experiments.332

IV. CONCLUSION333

In this study, an in vitro experimental system for 5G 3.5 GHz334

exposures is developed based on an RTL. A conical antenna335

is placed at the center of an RTL to ensure field symmetries336

over petri dish positions. The apex angle α of an antenna is337

selected based on the optimization to minimize the reflection338

loss. The measured S11 results show that an implemented339

RTL can be suitable for 5G exposures across a 3.5 GHz340

band. The power control is also implement to maintain an341

average output power of an amplifier in order to provide the342

accurate SAR values. Additionally, two 5G NR TDD wave-343

forms based on the 3GPP frame structures, a ‘‘worst-case’’344

signal for maximum power and a ‘‘TDD’’ signal for practi-345

cal 5G TDD configurations, are used for actual temperature346

measurements to evaluate SAR of an in vitro experimental347

system. The two measured SARs obtained with the nonlinear348

curve fitting achieve a ratio of 0.741, which is consistent349

with the theoretical duty cycle of 0.743. This indicates that350

an experimental system for 5G exposures can be evaluated351

based on temperature SAR measurements using a maximum352

‘‘worst-case’’ signal with the corresponding theoretical duty353

cycle of a TDD transmission considered. Overall trends of the354

measurement and simulation results also have a good agree-355

ment. An average output power, water temperature, incubator356

air temperature, and CO2 density are also well controlled357

for reasonable in vitro 5G experiments. Using an in vitro358

experimental system developed, actual 3.5 GHz exposures359

will be performed to investigate the possible health effects360

of 5G EMF.361
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